The only thing more solid than our pool finishes is our reputation

Natural, durable and stain resistant
Pool finish formulas perfected over two decades
Only installed by licensed, trained experts
Backed by a solid reputation for customer satisfaction
The World’s Most Trusted Pool Finishes

Pebble Tec® brand pool finishes deliver natural elegance and long-lasting beauty. This original Pebble Tec finish is made up of naturally polished pebbles creating a slightly bumpy texture with a non-slip surface. Its unique characteristics allow a pool to blend with landscaping and water features creating the most natural environment imaginable.

Pebble Sheen® brand pool finishes combine the natural beauty and durability of Pebble Tec with smaller pebbles to create the look of rich granite. This interior finish is lightly buffed to incorporate a luxuriously refined feel with dramatic and stylish ambiance. Its visual presentation is one of a kind and absolutely brilliant.

Pebble Fina® pool finishes unite old world elements with new world technology producing a classic look with 21st century durability. Reinroducing silica and other natural materials reinforces the durability of the finish. Stunning aggregates, seashells and exotic materials enrich the color palette with sparkling elegance and exceptional beauty.

Actual finish and water color may differ from printed samples. Variations in color, shade and exposure are normal. The water’s depth, angle of sunlight and surrounding landscape can all be determining factors. Actual finish samples produced by Pebble Technology, Inc. should be wet before viewing. Pebble Technology, Inc. strongly recommends viewing pools before deciding on a color. Your pool builder/installer may be able to provide pools to view.

Disclaimer: Some colors contain seashells, such as abalone and mother of pearl. The shells are made up of material from seawater and from a living mollusk. Due to the nature of shell materials and variables of water chemistry, Pebble Technology, Inc. cannot guarantee the shell materials themselves against changes in color or brilliance. See warranty form for all limitations.